Open Surgery Treatment of an Aortic Dissection

BY DR. VIRENDRA I. PATEL

An aortic dissection is a tear in the lining of the aorta that creates two blood flow channels. One channel is called the true lumen, which feeds blood to most of the important branches of the aorta and is surrounded by the normal aortic lining. The second channel is called the false lumen, which may only feed a few (if any) important branches.

Aortic dissection is a very complicated condition. Untreated, an aortic dissection can lead to death.

A dissection that involves the ascending aorta almost always requires emergency open-heart surgery to repair the vessel and prevent death. ONLY OPEN SURGERY TREATMENTS for distal dissections occurring beyond the left subclavian artery (feeds the left arm) are described here.

Why It's Done

Treatment of an aortic dissection may be needed if:

- Your aorta begins to dilate rapidly.
- After your blood pressure and heart rate are well controlled, you experience sharp pain or a tearing sensation in your chest and back.
Your aorta leaks or ruptures, in which case emergency treatment is in order. Important branches of your aorta become distressed or dysfunctional. Over many years your aorta dilates and a thoracic or thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm forms.

Whether endovascular or open surgery treatment is best for you depends on multiple factors, including the anatomy of the dissection, your age and health condition.

### Description

1) Treatment is first given is to control your blood pressure and heart rate, usually in the emergency room.

2) A CT angiogram is used to determine the location and extent of the dissection, and to evaluate what part of the aorta and which aortic branches may be involved.

3) If open surgery treatment is appropriate, one of the two procedures below will likely be recommended.

#### OPEN SURGERY FENESTRATION

This procedure is done to improve blood flow to the arteries that feed the abdominal organs and kidneys, and sometimes the pelvis and legs. The operation entails removing the dissection flap from the aorta and possibly replacing a portion of the aorta.

- You are given general anesthesia.
- Once you are comfortable, you are positioned so that you are lying on your right side. An incision is made along your left side that can extend from your chest to your abdomen.
- Your ribs are spread. Your vascular surgeon moves aside several organs (lungs, colon, spleen, pancreas) in order to reach the part of your aorta that needs to be fixed.
- Once the aorta is accessible, medication is given to thin your blood and reduce your blood pressure.
- The aorta and major branches feeding the abdominal organs and kidneys are clamped. The aorta is then opened and the dissection flap is removed. If the dissection also affects the aortic branches, these areas are repaired.
- Next, the damaged portion of the aorta is repaired. Once repair is complete, clamps are removed to restore blood flow. Flow in the branch vessels is tested using a Doppler ultrasound.
- If circulation to the legs and pelvis needs improvement, the aorta below the kidney arteries is clamped and opened. Small bleeding branches are over-sewn. To promote blood flow the vascular surgeon creates small holes in the areas around the clamp and removes the dissection flap. The damaged portion of the aorta is then replaced with a cloth tube that is sewn to the open ends of the aorta.
- Once all necessary work is complete, blood thinner medication is reversed. Your organs are checked and wounds are closed.

#### OPEN AORTIC RECONSTRUCTION

For about 30–40% of patients with an aortic dissection, over time, the aortic wall will dilate and form an aneurysm. When such an aneurysm grows to more than 6 cm in diameter, it will likely need repair through open aortic reconstruction. Careful assessment of your health condition is required before considering this extensive procedure. The goal is to completely remove the aneurysm—or, in higher-risk cases to remove the most serious portions.

- You are given general anesthesia.
Once you are comfortable, you will be positioned so that you are lying on your right side. An incision is made along your left side that can extend from your shoulder blades to below your belly button.

Your ribs are spread. Then, your vascular surgeon moves aside multiple organs (lungs, colon, kidney, spleen, pancreas, stomach) in order to reach the part of your aorta that needs to be fixed.

Once the aorta is accessible, medication is given to thin your blood and your blood pressure is monitored.

For your safety and to protect the spinal cord, kidneys and abdominal organs, a bypass circuit removes blood from the left side of the heart and pumps it into the legs and organs from below. This often requires another incision at the top of your leg.

The aorta is clamped and repaired in segments. Then, major branches of the arteries that feed the abdominal organs and kidneys are clamped and repaired. The aorta below the kidney arteries is repaired last. Dissected portions of the aorta are replaced with cloth tubes that are sewn to the open ends of the vessel.

The branches of the aorta that are involved in the repair may need to be replaced with smaller grafts or tubes. Smaller branches that are not essential may be over-sewn.

Once all the necessary work is complete, blood thinner medication is reversed and the bypass circuit is removed. Your organs are checked and wounds are closed.

Risks

OPEN SURGERY FENESTRATION

- The stress to your body that this surgery causes brings risk for major complications that include death, stroke, heart attack, pneumonia, kidney failure, and damage to the colon or other organs due to insufficient blood supply. The likelihood of any specific side effect depends on your overall health, and should be discussed with your vascular surgeon.
- Less serious complications include wound infection, pain, urinary tract infections and other common problems associated with major surgery.

OPEN AORTIC RECONSTRUCTION

- The stress to our body that this extensive surgery causes brings risk for major complications, including death, stroke, insufficient blood supply to the spinal cord, heart attack, pneumonia, kidney failure, and damage to the colon or other organs or to the legs due to insufficient blood supply. The likelihood of any specific side effect depends on your overall health and the amount of aorta replaced, and should be discussed with your vascular surgeon.
- Less serious complications include wound infection, pain, urinary tract infections and other common problems associated with major surgery.

How to Prepare

- Understand your health condition, the specifics of your procedure and what to expect during recovery.
- Don’t smoke.
- Walk for 30–60 minutes each day.
• Take medications as prescribed, especially for blood pressure and cholesterol.
• Keep a log of your blood pressure readings.

What Can I Expect After Treatment?

• Expect to spend the postoperative period in the ICU. The average hospital stay is about 2 weeks. You will be monitored for potential complications and have time to recover physically.
• Diet is normalized slowly during the hospital stay.
• The risk of pneumonia and other infections can be as high as 20%. Soon after surgery it will be important that you get out of bed, move around and begin breathing exercises.
• Most people need an additional 1–2 weeks at a rehabilitation facility to regain strength and independence.
• Wounds will need to be checked by a visiting nurse or your vascular surgeon for a few weeks. Incision pain may be moderate to severe, and you may require medication. Your activity level and the amount of weight you can lift may be restricted.
• Most people lose appetite and weight (average 25 lbs.) during the first month or two. It is important to stay hydrated during this time.
• Many people start to feel normal after 3–4 months.
• Your vascular surgeon will direct your medical care in conjunction with your other doctors. It may be beneficial to keep your blood pressure slightly higher than normal to protect the spinal cord and other important organs.
• It is best to abstain from smoking.
• Keep blood pressure logs, take medications as prescribed and follow other instructions from your doctors.
• See your vascular specialist regularly. Additional procedures may be necessary.
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